TERREY HILLS PUBLIC SCHOOL

UNIFORM

TERM 1 & 4 - Girls Summer Uniform

Summer Dress
Zip Jacket or Sloppy Joe – Royal blue with school logo
Ankle Socks - White
Black School Shoes

SPORT
Skort or Shorts – Royal blue
Sport Polo Shirt - Sky blue with school logo
White Sport socks
Sport Shoes

Slouch Hat K-2 or Cap 3-6 - Royal blue with school logo

TERM 1 & 4 - Boys Summer Uniform

Grey Shorts
Short Sleeve Shirt - Sky blue
Zip Jacket or Sloppy Joe - Royal blue with school logo
Grey Socks
Black School Shoes

SPORT
Sport Shorts – Royal blue
Sport Polo shirt – Sky blue with school logo
White Sport Socks
Sport shoes

Slouch Hat K-2 or Cap 3-6 – Royal blue with school logo

TERM 2 & 3 - Girls Winter Uniform

Winter Tunic
Long Sleeve Blouse Light Blue or Light Blue Skivvy
Zip Jacket or Sloppy Joe – Royal blue with school logo
Grey Stockings or White Socks
Black School Shoes

SPORT
Track Pants Royal blue or Sport Skort
Sport Polo shirt – Sky blue with school logo
White Sport Socks
Sport Shoes

Slouch Hat K-2 or Cap 3-6 – Royal blue with school logo

TERM 2 & 3 - Boys Winter Uniform

Long Grey Pants
Short Sleeve or Long Sleeve Shirt - Light Blue or Light Blue Skivvy
Zip Jacket or Sloppy Joe – Royal blue with school logo
Grey Socks
Black School Shoes

SPORT
Track Pants Royal blue or Sports short
Sport Polo Shirt – Sky blue with school logo
White Sport socks
Sport Shoes

Slouch Hat K-2 or Cap 3-6 – Royal blue with school logo